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Abstract 

In Lhis paper we prescnl firs1 of all an overview of Lhe Ji1erature on 1he subjec1 of focus 
and di�coursc �cructures. \Vi1hin the theories about focus \Ve make a distinction be1,vecn 
1hc dcfini1ions of' focu' ba,cd on acous1ic features and those no1 based on acot1sllc 
fea111rcs. We furihcr prc,cn1 a mclhocl Lha1 should be able to indicate the internal focal 
structure of a text. hoth in 3 read aloud ve"ion and in a freely rewld vcrsrnn. This 
ll1Cthod is illusLra1cd hy an cxn1nplc text nnalysis. 

I. Introduction 

lo our four year project Aco11stic-pho11etic correlates of focusing in disconrse and 
£lialoxue (Koopmans van Beinum 1994} we will investigate the possihlc ways in 
which a speaker can pul words or word groups in focus. Focus is usually defined hy 
means of i11to11atio11, namely by stating that a word or a word group is placed in focus 
if an ace£' Tit is realized on that word or word group. This kind of definition. however. 
may lead to circularity: the possible acoustic features are already included in the 
definition itself. This circularity can be avoided by looking for a way to define focus 
without including any intonational features. Therefore, it is necessary to define the 
notion of focus. a� well as other notions related 10 this. such as old n. /1 e w 
information. In spoken 1ex1s focus is realized by the presence or absence of accents. In 
written texts. worth can also be perceived by the reader as being more or less 
important (plus or minus focus). In that ca.se, however, there is evidently no relation 
with accents. The degree of importance can then best be indicated using for instance 
the terms new and old information. 

l.l. Organisation of the paper 

In this paper we will gave an overview of !he literature concerning the focal structure 
of texts. We will distinguish belwecn approaches in which the focal structure of a text 
is related lo acoustics. and approaches in which it is not acoustically defined. 

First of all, we will describe some definitions of focus based on intonation. and 
show 1ha1 these mclhods cannot be used to define focus in an operational way. These 
approaches usually make a very rough distinction between given and new information 
only. We will describe lhc definitions used hy Eady & Cooper (1986), >looteboom & 
Kruyt ( 1986), I [ome ( 1991 a, 1991 h), and Fowler & Housum ( 1987). 
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Secondly. we will present some approaches in which the focal >.tructure of a text is 
�not based on acoustic features. These are theories about how to present the structure 

of discourses. based on textual analysis rather than on acoustic measurements. We 
will describe Rhetorical Structure Theory developed by \>lann & Thompson (I 988). 
which rcsuhs m a very global structure of a text. The approach used by Chafe ( 1987) 
is more specific and can account for the focal structure of sentences within a text. as 

can the approach used by Prince (1981). This last approach is even more detailed than 
the one used by Chafe. 

Finally we will present a method which will be able to detect the focal structure of 
a text, without making use of acoustic features. 

ln the next secuon we "ill present an abstract of our four-year project (Koopmans-van 
Beinum I 994 ). 

1.2. Abstract: The acoustic-phonetic correlates of focusing in discourse and 
d ialogue 

The structure of information in written texts usually becomes clear by the use of 
typographical means. Tn spoken texts it is generally assumed that the speaker may use 
variou� acoustic means to assign structure. JI is, however, not clear whether this is 
done systematically. This project concerns two questions. Firstly we concentrate on 
the acousl ic parn1ncters of focusing (intonational, durational and spectral aspects). We 
will investigate the way in which the speaker marks which words or word groups are 
important. We will look at possible differences between the way this is done in a 
(monologue) discourse and in a dialogue, and at possible differences between 
spontaneous speech and texts read aloud. 

Secondly we focus on the perception. We wam to find out which correlates arc 
most important for the listener to determine the structure of spoken texts. 

One of  the questions i' whether there is any systematicity in the way speakers use 
acoustic cues to mark focus in their discourse (cf. Koopmans-van Beinurn l 992a: 
1992b). The transitional st:gments (Redeker 1992) are indicated by linguistic markers. 
It is not known what the acoustic correlates of these markers are, nor how they are 
marked compared to focus words. These issues will be investigated in our own 
research prOJCCt. 

2. Theories in "hich the focal structure is related to acoustic features 

2.1. General remarks 

The distinction mostly used by phoneticians in structurmg infom1ation in a text or a 
discourse is the distinction between old and new infomrntion. The texts or discourses 
used in that sort of research arc generally not coherent texts like for instance stories, 
but rather intended corn hi nations of utterances. Fowler & Housum ( 1987), however, 
used monologues. Old or given information roughly refers to information already 
presented to the listener in an earlier stage of the discourse, while new information 
refers to material not yet presented to 1he listener, thus previously unknown. This 
di vision is used in various phonetic experiments, designed to determine the acoustic 
fcalllrcs or old versus new information. The ways in which old and new are defined 
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differs in various experiments. We will begin by describing some definitions of 
old/given vs. new information as defined in these experiments, and the problems 
arising from these approuches. 

2.1.1. Eady & Cooper (1986) 

Eady & Cooper (1986) define focus following Chomsk)• (1971). Ladd (1980) and 
Selkirk (1984). The claim is th at different focus scopes arc acoustically and 
perceptually d1'>llnct, and arc mainly manifested by different intonation pancrns and 
differences in duration. This implies that focus is defined through prosody: a word b 
said to be in focu., if that word bears an acoustically realized accent. 

2. l.2. Nooteboom & Kruyt (1986) 

Nootcboom & Kruyt (1986) proceed in much the same way. They claim that speakers 
place words or word groups in focus by means of an accent on that word or on the 
prosodic head of that word group. The difference between the approaches of Eady & 
Cooper and Nooteboom & Kruyt is that in the former focus is defined as a property of 
a word, while in the fatter larger con�tituents can be focused as well. Accents thus 
mark a constituent as I+ focusl. lf a constituent does not have an accent, it is marked 
[ • focusj. This is related lo the status of the information expressed: plus focus 
generally refers to newness of the information, while minus focus refers co givenncss. 

Each plus focus domain is marked by a single accent, while minus focus domains 
conlain n\l acccnl. New versus given is defined contextually. Given information 
generally indicaies thal the information has already been mentioned by the speaker 
earlier in the discourse. All the 0L11er information is new. 

2.1.3. Horne (199 la) 

Horne (199 la) defines new as 'brand new' and given as 'mentioned preYiously'. 
Again. the status of th e infonnation is defined on chc basis of context. Th.is relates to 
focus in that new information is accented, while given information is not. Home made 
use of the results from Eady & Cooper ( 1986). 

2.1.4. Fowler & Housum (1987) 

Fowler & Bousum ( 1987) make a distinction between old and new words also on the 
ba.\is of lexical context. New words are defined as words produced for the first time in 
a monologue, old words arc words uttered for the second time. This implies that a 
word has to be me ntioned literally earlier in the discourse to be classified as given 
infonnation. The �amc observation councs for the definitions used by Horne (1991a). 

2.2. The relation accented/plus focus vs. no( accented/minus focus 

The defini1ions described above suggest that new information is always accented 
(plus focus), and !hat old information is never accented (minus focus). This is trnc, 
however, only for new information: listeners generally do judge it inacceptablc if new 
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information is not accented (NoOLeboom & Kruyt 1986). Old information. however, 
�can in some cases be accented and thus be plus focus. This implies an asymmetry 

between new/plus focus and old/minus focus. Nooteboom & Kruyt ( 1986) explain this 
by assuming that there arc other reasons for intonational focusing than newness. A 
plus focus consument can be associated with given information depending on the 
word order or the constituent Structure. Focusing given infonnation can be used to 
highlight the theme or topic of a sentence. but only when another plus focus domain 
appcan; later in the same sentence. Home ( 1991 b) explains the fact that there 1s no 

strict correlation between new/plus accent and given/minus accent by means of 
rhythm. Gi\'en information that is focused can signal themat1c1ty (following 
Nootcboom & Kruyt), but only at the beginning of a constituent, not at the end. This 
explanation does not cover all the ca.�es. and according to Home the focusing of given 
infonnation is a phonological issue, that is rhythmically motivated. 

2.3. Conclusions concerning focal structure related to acoustic features 

The definil ions described above are not sufficient to determine the structure of a 
whole 1ext. The maicl'ial used in the different phonetic experiments consisted of pairs 
of sentences or quest ion-and-answer combinations. i n  whlch a structure of plus or 
minus focus is 1elatively easy to detect. However, if we want to analyse a discourse in 
terms of focus, we will need a system which is more accurate and subtle in assigning 
focal structure. Discourses arc more complex than just a combination of sentences or 
question-and-answer pairs. Such a 'YSLem should be able to make more dislinclions 
than just plus or minus focus. As mentioned before. lhe way in which the definitions 
above are used present a circularity. The various experiments mentioned above lrnd 
the intention lO investigate the aco11s1ic featmes of focus. However, acoustic features 
such as intonation and duration were already included in the definition of focus itself. 

The actual cxp;;riments from 1he smdics described above will not be presented. /\t 
this point. we arc only interested in the way different notions such as focus and new 
vs. given information were defined in various phonetic studies. 

ln the next section we will present some approaches about how to present the 
structure of discourses, based on textual analysis rather than on acoustic 
measurements. The starting point is the literal transcription of a spoken teitt or 
discourse. instead of the forced focus distributions in the form of the usually used 
question-and-answer pairs. In this way, we should get a method that is much more 
able to detect the structure of spoken texts. and that takes into account more than JUM 
the focal status of some concepts or items in a sentence. 

3. Theories in which the focal structure of a text is 1101 determined by 
acoustic features 

3.1. Introduction 

This section will present three theories about the strncture of text, based on 1ex1ut1I 
analysis: I) Rhetorical Strucmrc Theory (RST), introduced by Mann & Thompson 
( 1988), 2) the approach of Chafe ( 1987) and 3) the one used by Prince ( L 981 ). These 
theoriL:s were alrct1dy hrietly mentioned in lhe introduction. These approaches mainly 
focus on the coherence relations in a discourse, and on the ways to represent them. 
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RST is introduced as a method to account for the structure of texts 'primarily in 
t6Cms of relations Jhat hold bc1wccn pares of the text' (p. 243). This means that RST 
can be applied to assign s1ructurc to a text above the level of the sentence: the text is 
divided in functio nal unih. and between these units several relations can hold. The 
result of such an analysis 1s a very global division in units. 

The approach proposed by Chafe { l 987) is more specific than RST. This theory 
accounts for the status of concepts withm so called 'intonation units'. these can be 
active. semi -acuve or inactive. The theory proposed by Prince {l 987) is e\'en more 
specific than Chafe's. This type of analysis results in a func1ional dcscripcion 1ha11s 
very detailed. and is based on 1he linguiscic rcprcsen1a1ion. One fundamental 
difference bccwccn these lase cwo analyses is thac Chafe's analysis concerns the 
ac1iva11on scace of a rcfcrcnc in che head of the hearer. whereas Prince's analysis refers 
to che formulacion chosen by Jhe speaker: a referenc is classified as 'brand new' in 
Prince's system 1f 1he speaker fommlaJes this referent as 'brand new'. 

The theories described below arc lhus presented in an order from rather general to 
more specific. 

3.2. Rhetorical Strncture Theory (1988) 

3.2. 1. Introduction 

First of all we present the model developed by Mann & Thornpson ( 1988 for the 
definitions), Rhetorical Structure Theory. RST is a theory developed 10 identify lhe 
hierarchical structure in n text,  co descri be relations between lext parts and !heir 
transicions, and thus co give a comprehensive analysis. lt was designed for wrillen 
monologues; it b not yc1 clear how RST can be applied to dialogues. Studies which 
have used RST revealed a number of adva111ages: relations amo11g clauses can be 
described whechcr or nor they arc grammati cally or lexically signalled; RST i5 
applicable 10 a wide range of text types and 10 narrative discourse; it enables to 
investigate Relational Propositions. on which text coherence depends (sec for instance 
Mann & Thompson 1992, Abclcn, Redeker & Thompson 1993, Redeker 1993). 

3.2.2. Description of RST 

RST has four ohjcccs defined: relations, schemas, schema applications and structures. 

l. Relations 
Relations bold becwccn 1wo spans of text (non-overlapping) which are called 
'nucleus· and 'satellice'. The four fields that each relation consisLs of are con�traincs 
on nucleus, on satcllilc, on che combination of both and the effect Each field specifies 
judgements !hat the analyst muse make when building the RST struclure. These are 
judgements of plausibility. 

2. Schemas 
Schemas refer to con�liluent arrangements, comparable to grammatical rules. These 
schemas specify how text spans can co-occur. There arc five kinds of schemas, as 
pictured below in figure 1. The curves represent the relations, the straight lines 
identificarion of lhe nuclear sp<1ns. Other schemas all follow the pattern of a single 
relalion with a nucleus and a satellile. 
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Fig. I. Examples of 1he live <ehcma types (Mann & Thompson 1988. p. 247). 

3. Schema applications 
Schema applications specify the possible applications of a schema: unordered spmh 
(no constraint on the order of nucleus and �atellitc). optional relations (in multi 
relation schemas al leas! one relation must hold) and repeated relations (a relation can 
be applied any number of limes). 

4. Structure 
A tcxl is divided in units, which should have independent functional integrity. Tl1csc 
units arc usually cl:1uscs. The analysis is a set of schema applications which l>atisfy 
the following constraints: completeness, connectedness, uniqueness and adjacency. 
RST analyses iu·c presented in the form nf hierarchical trees. 

The definitions used to describe the different relations between clauses are not haM:d 
on morphological or syntactic signals. hut are recognized oo the basis of functional 
and semantic judgements. Relation definitions that can hold between the different 
parts of a text arc for example: circumstance, solutionhood, elaboration. background. 
enablement. motivation, evidence, justification. relations of cause, antithesis. 
conclU'.ion. condition. interpretation. evaluation. restatement, summary. sequence, 
contrast. This set is consiclerccl 10 be open. See Mann & Thompson ( 1988) for 
examples of text analyses. 

The relation clefini11ons described above can be classified in a two-way distinction in 
subject matter relatio11s and presematio11al relations. Subject matter relations are 
defined as 'those whose 1111cnded effect is that the reader recognizes the relation 111 

question' (clabora11on. circumstance, solutionhood, volitional and non-Yolitional. 
purpose, condition, interpretation. evaluation: restatement. summary, sequence, 
contrast). Presentational relation'> are 'those whose intended effect is to increase some 
inclination in the reader, such as the desire to act or the degree of positive regard for, 
belief in, or acceptance of the nucleus' (motivation, antithes is. background, 
enablemcnt, evidence, justify). This division is the one proposed by Mann & 
Thompson, others arc possible a.s well. 

A constraint against inappropriate use of relations is assured by the Effecl: •for each 
relation and schema definition, the definition applies only if it is plausible lo Lhc 
analyst that the writer wanted to use the spanned portion of the text to achieve the 
Effect' (p. 258). This means that RST structures are structures of functions rather than 
of forms. 
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St�dies involving the application of RST to natural languages give insight in the use 
and consequences of RST. Results from text analyses have shown the following (as 
formulated by Mann & Thompson): 
I. virtually every text has an RST analysis: 
2. there are certain text types which characteristically do not have an RST analysis. 
for instance laws, contracts. poccry: 
3. in our culture. texts having an RST analysis predominace. RST is thus not a 
universal property of a te>.l. 
Results from studies of relational propertie� show that 
l .  structural relations arc not necessarily expressed in clauses: 
2. such relational propositions can be signalled by conjunctions or other morphemes, 
buc they can also be conveyed wichouc; 
3. the relational propositions correspond to the relations of the RST structures of the 
text: 
4. the relational propositions arc cssen1ial to the coherence of a text: if these are 
disturbed, the text will become incoherent. 
The relational propo sitions arc considered as being derived directly from the relation 
definition itself. 

Mann & Thompson also present evidence for nuclearity. Earlier. 1he no•.ions of 
nucleus and satellite were introduced. The relation between them is not symmetrical , 
the nucleus is considered to be the central principle around which the text structure is 
built. This leads to the prediction thm if a nucleus is rcmovecl, the significance of 
material in io, satellite will not be apparent. The data analysed by Mann & Thompson 
show that this prediction is correct: a text consisting of only satellites is  
incomprehensihle and ini;ohercnt, and the r..:adcr docs not have a clear idea what the 
text is ahout. 

Another prediction is that if the satellite is removed. the text should !>till be 
coherent. This prediction is supported as well by the data analysed by Mann & 
Thompson. These findings present strong evidence for the claim for nucle:irity. [f 
communication is seen as 'building memories·, the function of nucl earity seems to be 
the organization of det:iib in this memories. The nucleus is the part that is most 
deserving of response. including auention and reaction. The nucleus is more central 
than the satellite. 

3.2.3. Conclusions on RST 

The RST turns out to he a very useful method to analyse different types of discourse. 
It defines the hierarchical structure of texts and describes the relations that hold 
between tbe different parts 111 functional terms. The distinction between nucleus and 
satellite enables RST to describe clause combining. and thus coherence in discourse. 

RST can be applied to analyse a text or discou rse on the level above the sentence. 
ln our own project we will first make a rough analysis in terms of 'functional unit!>', 
following the RST rules. These 'unitization rules· form a preliminary step before the 
RST analysis, and do not form a part of the actual analysis itself. Jt is however not 
necessary for us to define the relations between the units, since our primary concern is 
the internal focal structure within clauses or sentences. This is not accounted for by 
RST, and therefore, we will 111akc use of the theories of Chafe and Prince to determine 
the structure or texts on the sentence level and helow. The division of the text above 
the level of the sentence is needed to account for certain boundru·y effects, as will 
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become clear in section 3.5. The presence and the place of these boundaries may 
�follow from the RST analysis. Therefore, we have given above a rather detailed 

description of Rhetorical Strncturc Theory. 

3.3. Chafe (1987) 

Chafe (1987) proposes ao approach to analyse the information now in terms of 
cognitive constraints. Chafe's terminology may suggest that the analysis is done on 
the basis of acoustic features. We feel, however, that this theory can best be described 
in this section, because the basis of the theory is the analysis of a transcribed 
spontaneously uttered text rather than the acoustic measurements of the speech signal. 

A piece of (transcribed) spoken language naturally divides itself in iwonation units 
(a single focus of a speaker's consciousness; cf. idea unit in Chafe 1980). An 
intonation unit (or idea unit) contains concepts: the ideas of objects, events and 
properties. Such a concept may be in one of three states at anyone time: active, sem.i
active or inactive. The speaker 'makes changes in the activotion states of certain 
concepts during the initial pause, changes wliich determine the content and form of 
the following intonation un.it' (p. 48). The division in intonation units is 1w1 related to 
the state of the concepts. A previously active concept may then be pronominalizcd. 
Active concepts expressing a starting point can not be pronominalizcd. Concepts 
marking a contrastive accent can not be pronominalized either. Concepts from the 
semi-ac1ive state arc referred to as accessible. A concept can become accessible in two 
ways: when a concept is deactivated, it docs not become inactive immediately, iL stays 
in the peripheral memory for a time, it thus remains accessible. The second way is 
when these concepts belong to the set of expectations associated wiLh a concept in Lhe 
discourse, the 'scheme'. Inactive concepts are new. To account for the fact that 
speakers usually express only one new concept in one ideo unit, Chafe introduces Lhe 
one 11ew concept at a time constraint. A concept can express the starting point of an 
intonation unit, together with a concept that adds information about this starting point. 
The lig/11 ssarsi1111 poi111 cons1rain1 states that a starting point usually is a given 
concept. The elements described so far are used LO mark the structure of intonation 
units. Above the intonation unit there are more levels: sentences, paragraphs and 
ultimately the narrative. These are described below. 

A division in paragraphs is made through the location of responses from the hearer 
and through pausal evidence. Sentences arc defined by the occurrence of falling 
pitches, and are independent of the activation states. They are determined by the 
decision of the speaker to structure the discourse as clearly as possible. The entire 
11arrative can, according to Chafe, be thought of as an island of memory, isolable 
from the rest of the conversation. 

The goal of Chafc's study was to provide some very general principles that apply 
to spontaneous spoken language. The universality of these principles, however, 
remains LO be demonstrated. ln assuming a third level of focus (semi-active, active, 
inactive), this theory goes one step further than the theories described in the phonetic 
experiments. The distinction used by Chafe (1987) is ternary in stead of binary, and 
thus more accurate. Some definitions, however, are not totally clear. For instance, the 
difference between a starling point and the beginning of a new paragraph is not 
evident. When do these two coincide and when do they not? Another point is that 
Chafe does not assume a 'common ground', which is present in all listeners minds. 
This common ground is comparable to 'knowledge of the world', and can account for 
the fact that some entities are new in the discourse, but not classified as inactive 
information, because it is assumed LO be generally known. 
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This theory, in contrast with the RST described above, 1s capable of accounting for 
the internal structure of clauses. RST is used here to define the distinction between 
sentence and paragraph boundaries independently of intonation. As indicated in 
section 3.1, Chafc's analysis concerns primarily the activation state of a concept in the 
head of a heurer. The analysis, however, still makes some use of acoustic features 
(though not as evidently as che theories described in section 2): clauses are defined as 
'intonation units', which arc detecced by 'pauses', sentence arc defined by the 
occurrence of 'falling pitches'. This means that we will need another theory that is 
even more uccurate in defining the internal structure of clauses, and that is not based 
on any acoustic feaiure. Prince's theory seems to meet these requirements. 

3.4. Prince (1981) 

3.4.J. Introduction 

According Lo Prince ( 1981) natural language presents an informational asymmetry in 
that some units seem 10 refer 10 'older ' information than ochers. Distinctions in given 
vs. new information can be found at three levels: in the sentence. m the discourse and 
in the discourse model used by the panicipants. i\1 all levels, the crucial factor seems 
to be the '1ailoring of an uuerance by a spe<1kcr to meet the needs of the assumed 
receiver' (p. 224). These three levels are discussed, and on that ba\is Prince proposes 
a model chat is applicable to naturally occurring tcxcs in assigning the structure and 
till: distribucion of given vs. new information. 

ln the literature, the given ·new distinclion is presented under different names, for 
instance: givcu-ne\\, old-new, known new. prcsuppos111on-focus. However. these 
notions have never been characterized satisfactorily in a way to enable researchers to 
use them adequately and make them operational. We will present the definitions used 
by Chafe (1976). Clark & llav1land (1977). Halliday (1967) and Kuno (1972). using 
Prince's terminology. We will then present the model proposed by Prince to account 
for the structure and the dis I rihucion or given vs. new information. Tn�tead or 
describing the differences between given information versus new information, as is 
usually done, Prince distinguishes in her article between three types of givcnness: I. 
givenness us predictability/rccoverahility (givcnnessp ). 2. givcnness as salience 
(givennesss) and 3. givenness as shared knowledge (givenneSSk). These types arc 
discussed below. and the different definitions used in the literature are integrated in 
this lripartillon. 

3.4.2. Three types of gh cnness 

I. Givennessp as prcdictabilicy/recoverability 
the speaker assumes that the hearer can predict or could have predicted that a 
ptirtic11lar linguistic item will or wo11/d occur in a p11rtic11/ar position within a 
se11te11ce. (p. 226) 

Kuno (1972) defines old-new in terms of recoverability: 'an element in a \entenee 
represents old, predictable information 1 r it is recoverable from che preceding context; 
if it is noc recoverable, it rcprcsems new, unpredictable information'. Halliday (1967) 
defines given-new differently, in term\ of intonation: given is defined as 'the 
complement of a marked focus'. New informauon is 'information thac the speaker 
presents as not being recoverable from the preceding context.' Halliday & llasan 
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(I 976) define given as 'expressing what the speaker is presenting as information !hat 
- is recoverable from some source or other in the environment - the situation or the 

preceding context.' Kuno's prcdiciabili1y looks similar to Halliday's recoverability, 

but what is old for Kuno is not necessarily given for Halliday. Prince proposes a 
principle that could be included in the prediccability of Kuno, che Parallelism 
Pri nciple: 'a speaker assumes thac the hearer will predict. unless !here is evidence 10 
Che contrary, chac (a proper part of) a new (conjoined?) conscruccion will be 
parallel/equivalenc m some semantic/pragmacic way(s) to the one jusc processed.' 

Prince concludes that ii is crucial 10 consider che speaker's hypocheses abouc 1he 
hearer's beliefs and assumptions in the notion of givenness. 

2. G1vennesss as salience 
the speaker ms11111es that the hearer has or could approprimely hai·e some partiet1lar 
thi11g/e111i1y ... i11 his/her co11scio11s11ess at the time of hearing the uttera11ce. (p. 228) 

This definition represenls the theory of Chafe ( 1976). Chafe (1976) defines given a� 
'that knowledge which 1hc speaker assumes 10 be in the consciousness of the 
addre��ee at the lime of lhc u1terance' and new as 'what the speaker assumes he is 
introducing into the addressee's consciousness by what he says'. This presents a 
binary distinction. Furthermore, a given element muse have an explicit referent in the 
discourse. 

3. Givcnnc�Sk as shared knowledge 
1he speaker assw111•s that the hearer 'knows', assumes, or can i11(er a particular 1/ii11g 
(but fa 11011/l!Cl'.1'snrily 1hi11ki11g about it). (p. 230) 

Clark & llavi land ( 1977) defined given as 'information [the speaker] believes the 
listener already knows and accepts as true' and new as 'information (the speaker I 
believes the listener does not yet know.' 

Kuno ( l 972) introduced the notions of anaphoric and non anaphoric. These also 
fall under the cerm of givennessk. An element is  anaphoric. if '[its) referent has been 
mentioned in the previous discourse' or is 'in the permanent registry' (what the 
speaker assumes abouc the hearer's assumptions). This is related to the tendency 10 
put old informacion before new information, old referring to shared knowledge. 

How do these three lypes of givenness relaie 10 each other? The three types are not 
mutually independent. Ult1macely. all levels refer 10 extra-linguiscic phenomena. The 
underscand ing of the g1vennes� as predictability or salience is dependenc of chc 
understanding of the gl\ enncss in the sense of shared knowledge. 

3.4.3. The model of ·a�sumed familiarity' 

ln the actual model proposed by Prince ( 1981 ), shared knowledge is replaced by 
assumed familiaricy. l'hc knowledge and assumplions of the speaker and the hearer 
arc important insofar as 1hey affec1 lhe forms and understanding of linguistic 
productions. Three parls arc needed in lhe model: linguistic fom1, values of assumed 
familiarity and 1hc correlation between lhese two. Prince describes the model by 
comparing a 1ex1 10 a recipe: lhe lexl presents a 'sel of instructions from lhe speaker co 
the hearer on how 10 construct a particular discourse model' (p. 235). 

A new entity cun be brand 11e111 (cf. to be bought in a store) or 111111sed (cf. to be 
token from a shelf). The brand new entities can be a11c/iored (linked by means of 
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another NP LO some other entity) or wumclwred. All anchored entities contain at least 
ou.c anchor that is not a brand new item itself. The distinction between brand new and 
unused can be related to the linguistic representation of these items, i.e. indefinite 
versus definite NP'�. This means that indefinite NP's are classified as brand new. 
while definite NP's arc usually classified as unused and can never be classified a� 
brand new (cf. also Vallduvf 1993, p. 25). 

NP's which are already present m the discourse arc presented as e�·okecl entities. 
Items can be te.1.11101/y evoked, mearung that at one poim in tbc discourse this 11em was 
new. or si1uatiom1/ly evoked, meaning that the hearer assumes that the listener can 
evoke it by himself, from the simalion. 

The third type arc the i11ferrable entities. An entity is inferrable if the �peaker 
assumes that the hearer can infer it from entities already evoked in the discourse or 
from knowledge of the world. These are called 11011co111ai11i11g. Co111ai11i11g inferrables 
form a special subclass of infcrrablcs: 'what is inferenced off of is properly contained 
within the inferrablc NP itself; 1 ... ) one of these eggs is a containing infcrrablc, it is 
inferrable, by set member inference, from these eggs which is contained within the 
NP and which, in the usual case, is simationally evoked' (p. 236). 

The following diagram presents the diffcre11t discourse entities: 

Assllmed familiarity 

New lnferrable 

/'---.. 
Brand new Unu�ed 

--------(Nonconlaining) Containing 

!---_ 
Brand new Brand new 
(Unanchored) /\nchorcd 

Tnfcrrahle Inferrable 

Evoked 

/----.. 
(Textually) Situationally 

Evoked Evoked 

/"-
remote current 

The tt:xtuully evoked items can be further divided into remote and currem (Redeker, 
personal communication) The remote textually evoked items are too far back in the 
discourse to be pronominalized (cf. semi-active in Chafe's theory}. while the current 
textually evoked items can reoccur in the form of a pronoun (cf. active in Chafc's 
theory). 

3.5. Comparison of the theories of Chafe (1987) and Prince (1981} 

The division in three basic pans used by Prince is roughly comparable to the div1�ion 
used by Chafe. The tripartition used by Chafe is less specific. Prince's new item' 
coincide fully with Chafc's inactive concepts, but are subdivided, and thus more 
subtle. The 'emi-activc concepts of Chafe coincide with Prince's infcrrablc. but 
include al\o the remote textually evoked items. Jn Chafc's theory only given or active 
concepts can be pronominalit.cd. This indicates that the remote textually evoked items 
a.re not avail:ible for pronominalization, probably because a paragraph boundary 
occurs between the original item and the evoked item. This bollndary bloch the 
pronominalization. We predict that such a boundary coincides with the paragraph 
boundaries found in the RST analysis. 

One funda.mcnHll di rfcrence between the two analyses, as already indicated, is that 
Chafc's analysis concerns the activation state of a referent in the head of the hearer, 
whereas Prince's analysis refers LO the formulation chosen by the speaker: a referent is 
classified as 'brand new' if the speaker formulates this referent as 'brand new'. The 
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analysis proposed by Prince seems more accurate in distinguishing several levels, thus 
� assuming a hierarchical structure. Furthermore, Prince's analysis is based on the 

linguistic representation of elements, and thus seems more suitable than the analysis 
proposed by Chafe to indicate focus without making use of acoustic features. The 
Prince analysis, however, docs not apply to verbs or adverbials. In Chafc's analysis, 
adverbial constituents can be classified as certain 'orientations'. 

4. Proposed n1ethod 

4.1. Introduction 

This section will present the method we intend to use to indicate focus without using 
acoustic features. This method contains elements from the three theories described 
above: RST as well as the theory of Chafe and of Prince. 

4.2 Method for labeling a text 

A first step in analysing a text or discourse is its division in functional pieces of text, 
on the basis of functional and semantic criteria. This results in a rough structure, in 
which major boundaries as sentence and paragraph boundaries are detectable, purely 
on the basis of the linguistic representation. The paragraphs a.re numbered, and within 
these paragraphs sentences arc indicated by using typographical means. This will 
become clear in the example below. 

The next step is 10 detect clauses which function as 'added information' or which 
contain comments expressed by the speaker. Also labeled are the return points: the 
point where the story concinucs after a comment by the speaker. So called 
'orientacions' are labelcd as well. An orientation refers to an expression of time at the 
beginning of a clause. These lahels were collected from both RST analysis (return 
points and paragraph; our definitions) and from the analysis proposed by Chafe 
(added information, orientation), and refer to the preceding clause as a whole, and to 
larger units. 

The next step is to label all nominal elements according to the model of assumed 
familiarity. This results in an analysis in which every noun phrase is labeled according 
to the information it expresses, thus yielding a detailed analysis on the level of the 
sentence. The labels at this level refer to nouns plus possible determiners, not to 
clauses. 

Prince's theory does not include any labels for elements like verbs or for adverbs. \Ve 
think that these elements can express valuahle information as well, and therefore we 
propose one more label and an extension of one of Prince's labels. Adverbs or other 
adverbial expressions of time or place (not sentence initial) will be labeled as 
'modifier', and can contain new information depending on the context. Sentence 
initial adverbs or adverbial expressions are labeled as 'orientation'. The label 
'modifier' is introduced as a new label. If verbs are used as nominalized verbs, they 
can easily be classified as nouns. This will be necessary only if the verb expresses 
new information: the information is crucial to the comprehension of the story as a 
coherent discourse. In that case, verbs are labeled as nouns. The label 'brand new 
anchored' will not be included in our method, since we did not find clear examples of 
this label in our texts. At this point, then, it seems not necessary to maintain this label. 
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TJ1e different luhcls to he u�ed in our analysis are summarized below. The application 
of the labels will become clear in the example presented in section 4.3.2. 

Label: 

I, 2. 3 etc 
[enter] 
# 
= 

or 
a1 
seg 
bn 
u 
i 
ic  
et 
etd 
es 
mod 

Function in the analysis: 

divides the text in functional pieces 
clauo;cs arc o;cparated by [enter) within a functional piece 
paragraph boundary 
continuation of the story after interruption (ai or seg) 
orientation (sentence initial) 
added information 
segment (comment by the speaker, metalinguistic) 
brand new 
unused 
(non-containing) inferrable 
containing inferrable 
evoked textually (current) 
evoked textually displaced 
evoked situationally 
modifier (not i-entence initial) 

4.3. Pilot experiment 

4.3.l. Introduction 

We have conducted a pilot experiment witb two versions of the same text, of equal 
su·ucture. containing the same words and formulations and only differing in speaking 
style (spomaneous vs. read aloud). 

Our first step was to make a textual analysis to determine which words or word 
groups were put 1n focus by the speaker. This analysis was done by the author 
according to the method described above: 1) division in major functional parts (cf. 
RST) and 2) within these pans different words or word groups were labeled according 
to the status of the information they express (cf. Chafe and Prince). Goal of this pilot 
study was to test the method of Mructure analysis, and to determine the procedure to 
be u 'ed in our next cxpcnmcnt: the evaluation of the structure of 1cxts on the basis of 
spoken vs. written mlllcnal. This will be done in different speech conditions. as 
indicated in the following scheme: 

wrinen: 

spoken: 

original text 
I 

v 
read aloud --·> 

transcription of retold story 
" I 

v 
rcwld read aloud 

Subjects will be prescn1ed with the written texts with or wi1hout the three spoken 
discourse versions. The task is to indicate on paper the structure of the information 
now in the pn:sentcd text, either on the basis of the written text alone. using linguistic 
knowledge and intuition, or on the basis of the written text in combination with the 
spoken version heard over headphones. Our assumption is that in the spoken 
discourse versions. lhc linguislic intuitions may in some cases be overruled by the 
actual speech M>t111d. 
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4.3.2. Example of a text-analysis 

We u�cd a short story by Simon Carnuggelt in Dutch ("Een 1riomf' from F/11iterr i11 
het tlonker. 1966). The 1ext is analysed according to the method and approach 
described in section 4.2. We will present here the initial sentences from two ve rsions 
of the same story: the original text and a retold version. The labels are indicated 
between brackets, and refer to the preceding noun with possible deter miner, or 10 the 
preceding clau<.e as a whole (ai and or). 

Part of the original text: 

l .  Toen de1e winter [u] de sneeuw [u] eens zo overvloedig [mod] begon ncer le 
dwarrclcn [or], 
spoordcn we [es) de srnd Ju] uit 
om le kijken hoe het er in he! bos fu] uitzag. # 
2. Hcl was gccn vergeefsc reis [i]. # 
3. Ondcr de vracht fie] van sneeuw (et] en ijs [i] beladen [or] 
kraaktc het woud [et [ ab cen 011hodox �pookhuis [bn]. 
4. Het fcit [bn] 
dat je [u] grole takkcn [bn], 
die het niet lunger kondcn volhoudcn, afbrnken en naar beneden slOrtlen [ai], 
=op je kop I iJ kon krijgcn, 
=gaf onzc tocht fell ecn accent [hn] van gevaarlijk !even [bn], 
dal in de stad Jct I allccn de zcbrapaden [hn] kunnen bicdcn [aij. 

Part of thi: retold version (by speaker I from Koopmans-van Beinum. 1980): 

I. ik [es] hcb laatst [modi ccn vcrhaal [bn] gelezen 
nou onlangs zccr onlangs [orj mag ik [es] wel zeggen [seg], 
=verhaal [etd] gclc1.cn van Carmiggclt [u] uit een bundel [bn], 
een [icl van de vele hundcb [i) die hij [cl] gcpubliceerd heeft, 
2. eh het [et] drocg de titcl [u] ccn 1riomf [bnj, 
en bet letl was wcer een typisch Carmiggcl1 vcrhaal fi] [seg], 
3. eh de man [u] i\ namclijk in Maat om allcrlei eh menselijke situaties [bn] in 1.ijn 
eigen woordcn bnl op cen bijwnder charmantc en prenige rnanier [bn] weer le gevcn 
[ai]. # 
4. eh hct [et] spcclde in de winter fu] 
5. u [es] wee! hij [et) vind1 zijn s1of [bn] veelal in zijn naastc omgeving [bnj [seg) 
eh ... in zijn gczm [iJ, bij zijn kindcren [i), zijn kleinkindercn [i) [scgj, 
6. dit was een vcrhaal [ctd] over hem [et] en zijn vrouw [bn) 
die ergens [mod) op ccn uur [bn] afstand van Amsterdam [u] aan het wandclen [bnl 
waren in de bosscn [u) 
die zwaar onder de snccuw [u] lagen [ai] 
waar ze eh onder gevaarlijke omstandighcden (bn] wandelden, 
tenmi11ste als ik fcs] hem [cl) mag gcloven [segj, 
want hij [et] bcschrcef in allcrlei lyrische bewoordingen [bn] het gevaar [u) waaraan 
z.ij [cl) blootslondcn I ai I. 
=van onder de last [bn I der sneeuw fie] afbrekende takken [bn], 
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These two examples illustrate the proposed method for analysing a text in terms of 
fQcus, without using acoustic feanircs. This analysis will constitute the starting poim 
for our hypotheses about the relationship between the labels from this analysis and 
possible acoustic fe:iturcs. The analysis has resulted in various labels. which can be 
related to various acoustic features. This will lead to prediccions like: 'if a clause 
contains a label x. it will be pronounced with y feacures'. These feacures correspond 10 
!he usual prosodic features such as fundamemal frequency, duracion, intensuy, and 
spectral aspcch. At this point in our project, we have not ycc fully forrnulated the 
hypotheses. 

5. General conclusion 

5.1. Concluding remarks 

In the literature focus is generally detected on the basis of inlonalion. This definition 
leads to circularity, since possi ble acoustic features of focus are already included in 
the definition itself. Jn this paper we propose <1 way to detect the focal structure of a 
text or a discourse that is not based on any acoustic feature. This should result 111 a 
definition of focus 1ha1 is more operational for various disciplines. 

The definitions presented in section 2 literally use the term 'focus'. The theories 
presented in �cction 3 do 1101 use this term, but rather speak of the kind of information 
a certain element expresses. The different kinds of information can, as we see ii, be 
linked to possible types of aeccncumions. In that case, accentuation is the result of the 
slate informal ion is in, instead of che other way around (the state of the information is 
the result of the accen1rnuion. as presented in section 2). This seems Lo yield a more 
objective and in :lily case more operational way to appro3ch the issue of focus. 

5.2. Related research areas 

This paper has not discussed any research done in the area of synthetic speech or lext· 
to-speech systems. ln these areas, h owever, some of the same issues are investigated 
as we do: how can focus be implemented in a text-to-speech syMem. and how can the 
locallon of accents be predicted in sentences or di!.Courses? To be able to answer these 
questions, a method is needed to account for the internal focal structure of texts. 
without makrng use of acousuc features. This element is crucial. since precisely these 
acoustic features arc subject to possible manipulation. 

It would he beyond the !.Cope of this paper to describe the various researches done 
in the area of speech synthesis (for instance Quene & Dirksen 1990, Hirschberg 1990, 
House & Youd 1990, Qucnc & Kager 1993, Dirksen & Quern� 1993, Horne et al. 
1993). We are aware of the importance of these researches, and they will be inc:ludcd 
in our own prOJeCt in a later stage. 

Vallduvi (1993. 1994) proposes a more semantic approach to accounl for the 
'packaging of information': "( ... ] it is assumed tha1 information states are highly 
structured objects that allow - or even require - information to come with 
(un)packagi ng instruelions" (Yallduvf 1994, p. 23). The paper investigates the 
possible kinds of ins1ructions that are found in comrnunicmion, and suggests "a 

particular internal structure for information states that seems to accord with !he nature 
of these in�Lruction�" (id. p. 23). We will 1101 discuss these cheory here, since it is not 
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of direct importance lo this paper. We will. however, include this kind of re-earch in a 
�later stage of our project. 
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